


ADVENTURE INSTRUCTIONS: 
Adventures are interactive fantasies in which you play the role of a character 1n an 
unknown environment. Through the computer. you control your character and try to 
solve the mystery with plain english statements like " OPEN THE GATE" or " GET 
THE KEY" . 
The computer considers the first word the verb and the last word the noun. It also 
only looks at the first two letters of each word. Therefore, " OP GA" means the same 
as " OPEN THE GATE" . 
Enter " IN" (for " inventory") to see what you are carrying . Look at 1ndiv1dual items for 
further clues. 
In all of our adventures, you will never get into a " dead end" situation; there is 
always a way out (unless you die). 
Below 1s a list of verbs that you can use (not all verbs will work in all adventures). The 
discovery of all the nouns is left up to you; that's part of the tunl 

BU\' CALL CHARM CHISEL CHOP CLIMB 
CLOSE CONNECT COVER CROSS CUT DIG 
DROP DUMP FEED GET GO INVENTORY 
JUMP KILL LIGHT LOOK OPEN ORDER 
PLANT PRESS PULL PUSH PUT RETURN 
SHOOT SIPHON START THROW TIE TURN 
UNWRAP WATER YELL 

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS 
1) Turn off computer 
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3) Turn on compute1 
4) Rewind tape on appropriate side for your computer. 
5) Reset tape coun1er. 
6) Fast forward to desired program. 

- /Tl'res51SftfFT/aml {RUN'/ OP) at the same time 
8) Press play on datasette. 
9) For the C64 Press (COMMODORE) key when program 1s found 

10) Turn off computer before loading in another program 
If you have loading problems, try advancing the tape past the leader Also, move 

the tape deck as far away from your telev1s1on as possible. Each program 1s recorded 
twice on each side 
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